Unrig US Elections – 2020

Quick Start

( Top three critical areas of engagement )

❶

Guard Against Vote Theft
Replace paperless machines with verified voting systems.

Would you fully trust a process in which our ballots are deposited behind
an electronic curtain, and results emerge some time later telling us who
won, but there is no way to audit and verify the tallies?
The 2016 Presidential election held in Pennsylvania, for example, where
hackable, paperless touchscreen voting machines were used by 80% of
voters, revealed a state lacking the most basic audit and recount protocols
for fairly determining the accuracy of their “machine count.”

❷

Stop Voter Stalking
What’s Voter Stalking?

Any activity or policy whose aim is to deceive, intimidate,
harass or otherwise challenge legitimate voters in order
to deny or suppress their votes — we can stop this!
The Democratic National Committee (DNC) has, for example,
recently adopted a resolution to:
1) challenge the attempted purge of 7 million voters in 30 states
through the Interstate Crosscheck program’s biased methodology
which unfairly targets ethnic minorities, and
2) expedite a 50-state strategy to prevent any undermining of
US citizens’ rights to vote, and have their votes accurately counted as
cast.

❸

Organize Locally — Because the states are in charge

of their elections, local activist groups and individuals can be
most effective by engaging with their local county Registrar’s
Office, state’s Secretary of State’s Office, and state legislators.
ElectionIntegrityCaucus.us — See website for links to
resources and allies intent on solving the problems of voter
suppression and hackable voting machines in your area.
View a curated directory of issues and resources, including:
a nonpartisan 50-State Election Protection Network;
links to focused National & Statewide Political Coalitions;
and materials on advocating for an Election Integrity Caucus in
your state party’s organization, and/or a Voting & Elections
Subcommittee in your Indivisible group, or other organization.
We believe that the 2020 elections will demonstrate a public
mandate for a far less corporate-dominated agenda — if all eligible
voters are allowed to vote and have their votes counted accurately.
Permitting vote theft to continue, or delaying corrections past
2020, will further empower the ruling oligarchy to victimize us,
our neighbors… and our planet.
STAY INFORMED – Join our email list at: ElectionIntegrityCaucus.us

Voter ID law struck down by
U.S. Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals
( 7- 29- 2016 )

